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This course introduces students to common policy decision-making processes in the

fields ofplaruring, public policy, and public health. We provide insights into and

examples ofthe creation, execution, and evaluation ofpolicy decisions in these

complementary areas.

I wrote a book specifically for this kind ofcourse: Greenberg, Michael (2008),
Environmental Policy Analysis and Practice, Rutgers University Press. All the readings
are found in this book or on Sakai. All online readings are available at:

http://sakai.rutgers.edu/portal (login using your Rutgers NetID and password: ciick on

tab:"762:101:02 Fall12"). Some weeks offer a great deal of reading, other weeks do not
The weeks with more articles are the weeks that tackle subjects with many perspectives,

and I want to make sure that everybody will find at least one article that they will want to

read in detail and think about. Every article should at least be skimmed. However, for
your written reports, you can concentrate on one or two articles that you found most
useful.

Course objectives

After completing this course, students will understand:

. Six key forces that drive public policy formation: (a) Research-based information;
(b) power ofelected officials and their staff; (c) efforts ofother stakeholders, such as

business, mass media, not-for-profit organizations, other special interests and the public
to influence decisions; (d) economic costs and benefits; (e) ethics/morality; and (f
time/flexibility.
. The influence ofthese six forces on planning and public health decisions.
. Application of analytical tools to inform decisions and communicate decisions to

a variety of audiences.
. Application ofpolicy decision-making processes to thinking about career choices.

e Students will be introduced to:
(a) Preparing talking points for lectures, newspaper interviews, and testimony'
(b) Working in small groups to produce policy-relevant reports



(c) Majors, intemships, volunteer opportunities offered through the Bloustein School

(d) Policy analyses by faculty, staff, and guest speakers ofthe Bloustein School.

Grading and Academic Honesty Policies

Homework assisnments: (70 points out of 100).

Grading
The role ofa university education has been gradually been shifting to more emphasis on

marketable job skills. Employers in a competitive job market want entry level employees

with communication, interpersonal, entrepreneurial, and computer skills, as well as a

strong work ethic. Accordingly, a few years ago, I radically changed the work products

and class sessions to emphasize these skills.

During the fifth and tenth weeks, you will submit a written assignment that

summarizes the reading, class lectures and your personal and group insights'

Every assignment is to be the product of three students working in a group. You

"- fot- your owrl groups. Those who are not part ofa group should see us, and

we will assign a group. Please note that it is essential that you have each other's

contact information. This is meant to be a collaborative project not the product of
three independent actors. In that regard, you will sign up for at least one meeting

with either me or the teaching assistant to go over yoru written project.

The assignments are due on the Thursday ofweeks 5 and 10, and each is worlh 20

points toward your grade, or a total of40 points.

Late papers will be accepted for one week, but will lose five points. That is a 20

will be given 15 points.

Each ofthese first two assignments requires that you answer three questions:

(a) What are the main ideas from the reading? (b) What additional information

was added by the class lectures and discussions? (c) Based on your experiences,

other classes and readings, what additional insights can you add to the discussion

ofthe subject matter? Citations should be provided for section (c). We expect

each member ofthe group to be responsible for writing the answer to one ofthe
three questions, and the three members of the group will assemble the final
produCt for submission. In other words, we are to receive one essay flom each

group, not three separate ones. These are short assignments, and writing skills

must be demonstrated. We expect every member of the group to read the full
submission, and we further suggest that the most effective way offinding and

eliminating awkward sentences is by reading them out loud and listening to how

they sound.

The third assignment is different from the first two. It is an individual rather than

a group project and is worth 30 points. You will answer the following questions'

(a) Ifyou graduated tomorrow, where would you choose to be employed?
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(federal, state or local govemment, nolfor-profit, or business). Examples would
be the CDC, a local hospital, local planning department, company that sells
building products. The choice is up to you. (b) Why have you made this choice?
(c) What would you like yourjob to be? (epidemiologist, doctor, urban planner,
architect, physician assistant, occupational therapist, health officer, and many
others). (d) Why? (e) What are the advantages and disadvantages of this job? (f)
Between now and your graduation, what analytical skills and strengths do you
need to acquire and/or strengthen?

Each essay may be up to 900 words (doubled spaced using Times New Roman, 12 point
font). These assignments require you to find good partners, work with colleagues,
coordinate your work, and most important build your communication skills by telling a
good story in 900 words. Ifyou think that writing 900 words is easy, you are wrong. A
900 word essay witten by three people is a major challenge. You have to make choices
about what is important, you have to decide how to show the reader that what you think is
important really is important, and you must check the style of writing and spelling so that
poor writing does not detract from your message. Ifyou wait untii the last minute, you
are likely to hand in 900 words that will be sent back for rewriting. A few 900 word
essays may seem easier than a single 20 page paper, but short essays require very careful
planning and execution. Coordinating, writing and polishing are your challenges. Alas,
employers are looking for brief and well-presented arguments, not long essays. If they
want a long essay, they will ask for it and have a staff member read it.

Attendance and class oarticioation (30 ooints out of 100).

Even though this is a large class, I am big believer in class participation. Getting up in
front ofa group is easy for some and daunting for others. Each ofus needs to develop a
style that works for them. Some still rely on the yellow pad and chalk, and others use
PowerPoints. You need to experience all ofthese styles and develop your own.
I, for example, hate talking about the reading in class. My assumption is that you are

doing the reading and my job is to enhance the reading by providing examples and
presenting you with nuances that are not in any reading. I use a variety of styles in my
presentations. Our classroom is not conductive to electronic communications because of
the shape of the room and the single small screen. Nevertheless, I will use electronic files
now and then.

Also, I am a firm believer that you know more than you think you know, especially if we
create groups that work together during class and make a presentation. Working in groups

is increasingly critical in the workplace, and I put a lot of emphasis on it.

We will take attendance at every class. I may not remember each person's name, but I
recall faces, and we have your photos. So we will know who participates and who does

not. Ifyou expect a high grade in this class, you must ask questions and actively
participate in the Thursday sessions. Please do not sign in for another member ofthe
class.
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Final grade:

A is 90 or higher
B+ is 85-89
B is 80-84
C+ is75-79
C is70-74
D is 60-69
F is 59 or lower

This approach rewards consistency and collaboration. I tend to be a tough grader. Hence,

we are likely to curve the final grades up. I will not culve the grades down' that is, 90

points is an A.

Statement on academic honesty
All members of our community must be confident that each person's work has been

responsibly and honorably acquired, developed, and presented. Any effort to gain

advantage not given to all students is dishonest, whether or not the effort is successful.

violation of academic honesty is a breach oftrust, and will result in penaities, including
possible suspension or expulsion. When in doubt about plagiarism, paraphrasing,

quoting, or collaboration, consult the course instructors. In your papers, avoid quotes;

instead everything is to be written in your own words.

A

Organization of the course and class schedule
The Tuesday ofevery week will introduce a policy criterion, and then the Thursday

breakout sessions will discuss prominent examples, tools, and readings. The last few

weeks will be devoted to outside speakers.

Week 1: September 4 and 6
Introduction to the course objectives, expectations, grading and reading. Outline of how

the course will be conducted. Overview of factors that drive policy formation:
science/information; economics, including costs and benefits; elected officials and their

bureaucracies; vested interests, including business, not-for profits, the public, and the

media; ethics/morality; and time-flexibility. Use Fukushima nuclear accident to illustrate.

Overview ofkey urban planning changes during the last half century and near future.

Tuesday: MRG lecture. What has happened since article was written?
Reading: (1) Greenberg, Preface; (2) Greenberg, Introduction; (3) hpd-1101' Fishman;

(4) Broumfi eld redevelopment

Week 2: September 11 and 13

Overview ofkey public health improvements during the last century. Thursday:

discussion of major changes in public health during 21't century and how these relate to

major changes in planning.
Reading: (1) Cobum, J. (200\; (2) "Then and Now'' file in the readings by Professor

Schneider.
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Week 3: September 18 and 20
The scientist perspective on public policy. Tuesday: lecture by MRG; example of
chemical weapons. Thursday: visit my Christina Miller.
Reading: (1) Greenberg, Chapter 3; (2) Greenberg, Chapter 7: Risk Analysis and

Environmental Impact sections; (3) chemical weapons; (4) porl security

Week 4: Sepfember 25 and 27
The public perception of hazards and risk, and its influence on policy. Tuesday: clash of
cultures -- scientists vs. public. Thursday: class breakout session
Reading: (1) Greenberg, Chapter 3: Public Perception section; (2) EPM-Greenberg; (3)
CLAMP; (4) Energy preferences

Week 5: October 2 and 4
The media's role, newsworthiness. Tuesday: lecture re: newsworthiness. Thursday: class

example of media coverage ofan issue; class role plays different media forms based on

story line presented by MRG.
Reading: (1) Greenberg, Chapter 2; (2) Global warming:"The Truth about Denial"; (3)

Mazur article; (4) Proposed model

First assignment that covers weeks l-4 is due Thursday October 4.

Week 6: October 9 and 11

Federal elected officials, their staff, and bureaucracies. The tools ofpower' Tuesday:

USEPA example (controlling an annoyance) or United States Deparlment of Homeland

Security (merging for national security). Thursday: class breakout session

Reading: (l) Greenberg, Chapter 8: Laws, Rules, Regulations, Executive Decisions,
Leadership Changes, and Budget sections; (2) EIS, Chapter 1 . Reiterate use of matrix of
pros and cons in Greenberg 2008; (3) Environmental impact statements; (4) Remediation

2007-root causes

Week 7: October 16 and 18
Local elected officials, their staff and bureaucracies. Applying the tools ofpower.
Tuesday: Land use changes for the benefit ofwhom? Land use control ofcities and

suburbs. Thursday: class break out session
Reading: (1) Greenberg, Chapter 1; (2) food pantries; (3) sanitation; (4) Justin

Week 8: October 23 and 25
Economic factors. Tuesday: measuring costs and benefits: the costs ofhealth care as an

example, or the costs ofterrorism prevention and potential cost ofnot protecting against

it. Joel Cantor to discuss health care costs and economics after the Supreme Court
Decision: Now What! (October 23). Key concepts are life cycle costs and direct,

indirect, and induced costs and benefits.
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Reading: (i) Greenberg, Chapter 4; (2) Greenberg, Chapter 8: Cost-Benefit section; (3)

(3) Katrina; (4) Life cycle; (5) high rising costs.

Week 9: October 30 and November I Ethical and moral factors. Tuesday:

Environmentaljustice history in the USA. Thursday: class break out session

Reading: (1) Greenberg, Chapter 5; (2) Proving environmental inequity; (3) gender; (4)

Ethnic differences; (5) Restoring America's

Week 10: November 6 and 8
Time and flexibility. Tuesday: Caution vs. full steam ahead Thursday: examples

suggested by class.

Reading: (1) Greenberg, Chapter 6; (2) End states land uses; (3) Water environmental

history; (4) Why is water

Second assignment thflt covers weeks S-9 is due November 8.

Week 11: November 13 and 15

November 13.

Week 12: November 20
Simulation models in policy analysis: the case of mass transit.

Reading: (1) Rail perspective; (2) TRN275

Tools ofthe profession: Pick one based on class interest -- likely surveys and elections.

Reading in Greenberg 2008: (1) Surveys (202-210). Professor Cliff Zukin, an expert on

polling and consultant in many elections, will present his insights on the election on

Week 13: November 27 and 29
Guest speaker: November 27, Professor Tony Nelessen, undergraduate program director

will speak about use of charrettes in planning and policy. Possible Thursday topics:

Building an organization to protect the environment and public health; or other suggested

by students. Reading to be determined based on speaker. Read food pantry and sanitation

editorials.

Week 14: December 4 and 6

Save classes for hot policy topics. Thursday: class break out session. Third paper due on

December 6.

Third assignment is due on December 6.

Week 15: December 11,
Last class open discussion ofhot policy topic. MRG in San Francisco. Teaching assistant
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